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Using Data to Improve Learning
A practical guide for busy teachers
Anthony Shaddock
ACER Press
ISBN-10: 1742861679
$39.95 Acer Bookshop

“I

’d like to talk to you about my
child’s NAPLAN results.” I suspect
that this comment at a parentteacher interview has replaced that
previous horror “What you are doing about my
child getting bullied.” The result of this shift in
emphasis seems to be that today’s teachers sense
a growing need for increased knowledge about
how to handle data.
Let’s face it: teachers have always been great
data collectors, but today the data collection
exercises are far more sophisticated (though
arguably, not much more effective) than the
old grade books that were a teacher’s constant
companion, recording everything from Bill’s
success at tables to Mary’s absences from PE.
The major change, however, is that today’s
parents are far more sophisticated in their
knowledge of what data seems to be important.
To help teachers handle these queries it is hard
to imagine a better resource than a new book
by Emeritus Professor Tony Shaddock. Not only
does he know his topic thoroughly, but he also
expresses the issues so that busy teachers can
share his knowledge.
In 11 bite-size chapters, augmented with two
very practical appendices, the author explains
the importance of effective data collection, the
teamwork that enhances data gathering and
usage, different types of data and how to extract
information for each, and then reminds his
readers that the findings need to be reported
and that in itself is a multi-faceted process
depending on whom you are reporting to.
By the way, the author explains that data was
traditionally viewed as a plural word but now
is usually accepted as a singular one, so we can
avoid awkward sentences that start off with “The
data were shown to be…” .
As you make your way through the book you
become acquainted with the staff of a fictional
school, and you can compare your learnings with
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their action research approach. This adds a further
level of reality to the lessons learned. If you are
(understandably) nervous about taking on such
a project as mastering data collection and usage,
the first appendix will help you with its detailed
step-by-step procedures; if you are worried about
bias in your analysis of qualitative data, appendix
2 offers one approach to reducing such bias; if you
have breezed through the book on first picking it
up (as well you might because of its very readable
style) you will be able to relocate any points you
want to check by accessing the sensible index,
where you will find lots of information without
being buried in trivia.
There are countless useful messages
throughout the book (including the forward by
John Hattie) but perhaps the most consoling one
is that it is not the collection of data that matters;
it is the interpretation of this data. Since teachers
have multiple ways of collecting data, this
message is well worth remembering – let’s not
forget the richness of each pupil’s story! They are
more than just a NAPLAN score.
Dennis Sleigh
June 2014
A Survival Guide to Parenting Teens
– talking to your kids about sexting, drinking,
drugs and other things that freak you out
Joani Geltman
Amacom Books
ISBN 9780814433669
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I

f you are caught in a house fire, the last thing
you need is a 288-page handbook on how
to put out fires. I might have said the same
about a book on raising teenagers – especially
if you are supposed to read it just as your son
has announced that the police at the door are
probably there about his recent experiment with
drugs. However, such a judgement would be rash
– this is exactly the book you need. Not because
it tells you how to get rid of police officers, but
because it was written to be a first aid book for
teenage crises – and with teenagers, many events
are crises, aren’t they?
Joani Geltman, a well qualified and very
experienced social worker in the US has drawn
on her clinical experience to identify 80 issues

that arise in the life of many young people today.
She admits that many of these problems are wellknown to parents from their own teenage years,
but she has also included issues that are just as
new to parents as they are to their offspring:
computers, mobile phones, texting and sexting,
cyberbullying and cybersex, Facebook and
other social networks. She deals with them all in
a very thorough but very readable manner.
Her approach to each topic is identical,
offering readers a straightforward and practical
route that will enable them to identify the
essence of each problem, learn why it is a
problem, and then discover a solution. This
three step process – here’s the problem, why it’s
a problem, here’s the solution – all occurs within
two or three pages. I found that the second step
was particularly useful because it usually viewed
the problem from both sides, that of the parent
and that of the teenager. Not every solution will
appeal to every reader, but there is more than
enough sound common sense (which, sadly,
is not so common in our dealings with young
people) to warrant exploring the book.
The topics are grouped under 10 selfexplanatory headings, such as ‘Keeping my teen
motivated and engaged in school’, ‘Drinking
and drugs’, ‘Understanding and dealing with
my teen’s sex life’, and ‘My parenting style’. The
title of each issue is clearly outlined and if you
want further help to locate a topic, there is a very
useful six-page index.
The book is produced as an e-book and the
author has clearly understood that reading this
type of text requires a particular presentation to
prevent the reader becoming exhausted. I would
say that this is a good example of just how to
write an e-book.
Years ago I came across a similar style of
book that listed 100 behavioural problems for
primary students. I found it useful to photocopy
the List of Contents from that book and give it
to my teachers so that if they were faced with
aberrant behaviour, they could consult the list
and see if the issue was addressed. Parents might
like to do the same here – if only to discover that
their teenagers (thankfully) don’t seem to be as
bad as some others!
Dennis Sleigh
June 2014
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Glen Clancey
Can I keep it?
synthetic polymer paint, synthetic polymer
medium and fibre-tipped pen on canvas
353.5 x 227.2 cm
Frankston High School, Frankston
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Lucy Simpson, Inside of a heart 1 oil on canvas (a-b) 155.0 x 137.0 cm
(overall), St Leonards College, Brighton East
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y the time its season ends, some 200,000 people will have
visited the 2013 Top Arts exhibition at the NGV at Melbourne’s
Federation Square which, for 19 years now, has showcased the
best work produced during the previous year’s VCE Art and
Studio Arts program.
The exhibition is one of the gallery’s best attended year round and
it’s been an excellent launching point for some promising talents and an
annual reminder of the depth of our young artistic ability.
Judging is exhaustive, a short list of 200 is whittled down from 3000
plus entrants before the 43 final exhibitors are settled on. Those selected
for the exhibition this year are representative of the best work and a
reflection of the broader profile of artwork entered.
Gina Panebianco, the NGV’s Head of Education says that the type of art
seen mirrors the changing, increasingly digital environment.
“We’re seeing less of the traditional fine arts such as ceramics and oil
painting. Entries these days are more likely to be video, photography and
digital ink-jet prints, multimedia and installations,” Panebianco says.
Work is selected on effective execution, communication of ideas and
the breadth and depth of the student’s developmental work.
“The selection panel looks at what the student is saying and whether the
work conveys that message, what the student is trying to do and whether
that goal has been met. We look for work that has fulfilled the study design
and also is innovative and stretches boundaries.”
Given its members’ calibre, the panel’s final decision is authoritative,
it brings together state reviewers, educators, the NGV’s Curator of
Australian Art and Coordinator of NGV Studio, David Hurlston and Gina
Panebianco.
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Madison Griffiths, Self portrait graphite, fibre-tipped pen, found objects,
wood pegs, plastic cord 169.0 x 294.0 59.0 cm (variable) (installation),
Haileybury Girls College, Keysborough
One of the panel’s favourites this year is the huge spray painted work
Amulet by Oliver Reade who is the latest in a long line of precocious talents
to be uncovered by Top Arts. The work featuring Reade’s teddy bear Rus
is a tribute to the street art the artist encountered every day in inner city
Collingwood and Fitzroy.
Amulet has seen Reade, still to complete his year 12 studies at
Collingwood College, attract international attention, selling pieces in New

BYOD/BYOT?
NGV’s Top Arts a resource for students
The green imperative: why we should rethink
where our students learn

s a parent of two children at an
independent secondary school,
the decision to send a child on a
non-compulsory overseas camp
is not taken lightly. But when my daughter
brought home details of an optional school
trip to Green Camp at Green School in Bali, I
was intrigued by the concept. Awarded as the
2012 Greenest School on Earth by the United
States Green Building Council, Green School’s
vision is “of a natural, holistic, student-centered
learning environment that empowers and
inspires our students to be creative, innovative,
green leaders” (Green School, 2013). The
planets aligned for my Year 9 daughter when
I discovered that Green School’s Primary Art
Teacher was going to be at the Adobe Education
Leadership Forum in Thailand that I was also
attending. It seemed like the perfect opportunity
to explore this unique educational setting from
two very different perspectives.
It was the Green School philosophy that
attracted Stacey Allen to join its teaching staff.
“The school’s mission statement is strong and
potent,” she explains. “It’s hands-on to motivate
kids about their environment.” As an Australian
with a residence in Bali, Allen has been impressed
by the community and traditions in the region,
but mostly by how the culture has withstood
the forces of tourism and westernisation. “The
people have a lovely attitude, being welcoming,
while maintaining what they believe.”
Prior to her engagement at Green School,
Allen worked across primary, secondary and
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tertiary sectors at home and in the UK, and
was most recently with the NSW Department
of Education and Communities’ Curriculum
and Learning Innovation Centre. The focus of
her role there was on creating online visual arts
resources, and managing WeCreate, a series of
digital challenges that encourage students to
design and create digital works using innovation
and imagination.
While the underlying pedagogical thrust
of her work at the Department of Education
and Green School are not dissimilar – both
emphasise a student-centred approach that
draws on creativity – the physical environment
at Green School is a far cry from an Australian
city. Conceived and constructed by international
design-build team Ibuku, Green School is made
from bamboo and features open walls and doors
surrounded by lush vegetation, or as Allen puts
it, “things that can be used.”
The boundaries between the school and
the environment are blurred, a metaphor,
Allen explains, for the approach to learning at
Green School. The methodology is summed
up well by the curriculum statement on Green
School’s website: “The difference at Green
School is that academics come wrapped in
rich layers of experiential, environmental,
and entrepreneurial learning and the creative
arts. In the process we hope to create more
authentic motivations for learning, and at the
same time expand our students’ sense of global
citizenship and environmental responsibility
while exposing them to different possibilities for

how we live and grow as a fragile planet” (Green
School, 2013).
The clientele of Green School is an interesting
mix. Allen notes that the student population
has a certain level of transience. Around 20
per cent of enrolments are from local Balinese
families, while the rest of the students come
from all around the world, making it a truly
international institution. Teachers are careful
to focus on each lesson and what students get
out of it to maximise the learning experiences of
students as they come and go.
“Leaving the outside world
At a time when many are questioning
where it belongs (outside)
traditional notions of schooling, Green School
is putting into practice the ideals of its founders,
and tuning into our natural
husband and wife team John and Cynthia
surroundings and each other
Hardy. It’s a context, Allen says, that allows
is what we’re about”
for students to “do and create in an effective
way”. Primary classes, for example, often have
themes that Allen then integrates intoto her
personal development and responsibility”
art lessons. She also works with classes (Round
when
Square, 2012). Round Square
needed outside their designated art times
to subscribe to six IDEALS of learning:
schools
support projects such as a recently completed
Internationalism, Democracy, Environment,
Year 1 Magic Code Machine. Allen neatly
Adventure, Leadership and Service, qualities
juxtaposes this perspective with her experiences
with which my daughter Lelaina (Laney for
of the NSW education system where for short)
many is familiar through her own school,
Year 6 students, for instance, the emphasis
the isPlenty campus of Ivanhoe Grammar in
on preparation for selective school entrance
Melbourne’s outer northeast.
examinations. Parents of Green School students
During her seven-day stay at Green Camp,
are generally more concerned with the growth
a separate but affiliated part of the Green
and development of their children.
School site, Laney believes the 14 Year 9 and 10
The school is also a member of Round
students she travelled with were given a taste
Square, a world-wide association with, “a strong
of all the Round Square IDEALS in action,
commitment, beyond academic excellence,
particularly that of Environment. As the name

implies, Green Camp has a strong emphasis
on developing environmental responsibility.
According to the guide for schools, “Our
objective is not simply to teach students about
the environment, but to transform their point
of view so they start thinking of themselves as a
part of the environment. In a world where young
people have increasingly limited opportunities
to truly engage with nature, these experiences
can have a lasting impact on students’ attitudes
and behaviours” (Green Camp, 2013).
In order to facilitate this, the packing
handbook given to students includes a strict
“What Not to Bring (and why!)” section that
explains, “Green Camp believes that everyone

needs to unplug once in a while. Leaving the
outside world where it belongs (outside) and
tuning into our natural surroundings and each
other is what we’re about. Join us and you’ll
know what we’re talking about!” Laney says that
this rule was harder for some than for others.
“I was personally OK with it. Those who are
so used to talking on Facebook all the time got
very excited whenever we saw a free Wi-Fi sign.”
What she did find challenging was not being
able to Google things, especially when it came to
communicating with the locals. This forced the
travellers to use their initiative, relying heavily
on hand gestures to get their point across.
The notions of Leadership, Service and
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